
Aprende a:
• Adoptar una actitud 

emocionalmente ecológica 
y sostenible en la vida 

• Ser feliz y alcanzar el éxito en 
un ambiente libre de emociones
 tóxicas y propenso a la felicidad

• Dotar a tu vida de rumbo y sentido

• Aprovechar el potencial del 
mindfulness en tu desarrollo personal

Félix Torán
Experto en crecimiento personal 
e ingeniero aeroespacial

Ecología 
mental

Félix Torán es experto en crecimiento personal y doctor en 
Ingeniería Electrónica. Es autor de ocho libros de crecimiento 
personal (entre ellos, Atrévete a ser líder y La respuesta del universo), 
así como de más de 110 publicaciones científi co-técnicas y de una 
patente. Ha recibido diversos reconocimientos internacionales 
por su trabajo. Por su gran trabajo como divulgador es Padrino en 
España de la AXE Apollo Space Academy (AASA), cuyo objetivo es 
llevar al espacio en 2014 al primer turista espacial español.

Ecología m
ental

¡Aprende a utilizar tus propios 
recursos mentales de forma 
más efi ciente!
¿Te frustra fi jarte metas y nunca alcanzarlas? ¿Te 
desbordan tus impulsos cuando las cosas se tuercen? 
¿Te cuesta discernir entre lo esencial y lo anecdótico? 
Si este es tu caso, acabas de dar el primer paso para 
encaminar tu vida hacia la serenidad productiva. 
En este libro descubrirás las principales contribuciones 
de la ecología mental, que te permitirá trazar tu hoja 
de ruta para cumplir tu misión y visión personal en 
la vida. Además podrás aprovechar aportaciones 
de áreas como el management empresarial, la 
programación neurolingüística, la espiritualidad 
y la psicología. 

• Refl exión y acción — el objetivo fi nal de este libro es que 
mejores tu calidad de vida, sin sacrifi car la de las 
demás personas, y eso se consigue poniéndote manos 
a la obra con los ejercicios que encontrarás en él

• Huye del wishful thinking — no en vano, quien 
escribe estas páginas es un ingeniero areoespacial 
con catorce años de experiencia internacional

• Quita el pie del freno — libérate de las emociones 
tóxicas que te ponen  la zancadilla

• Entusiasmo y motivación —¡Félix Torán es un escritor 
y orador dinámico y con un gran sentido práctico, que 
disfruta compartiendo sus conocimientos con otras 
personas!

¡El libro sobre pensamiento global para todos!

Abre el libro y 
encontrarás

• En qué se diferencian la 
ecología mental y la higiene 
mental  

• Técnicas y consejos para vencer 
tus miedos, complejos, tristezas 
y malos hábitos limitantes 

• Emociones y hábitos mentales 
sanos que debes cultivar  

• Formas para tomar las riendas 
de tu vida y dirigirla hacia 
donde quieras 

• Cómo aplicar la meditación
en diez situaciones de tu vida 
cotidiana

Torán

Autoayuda – Divulgación

Con Dummies es más fácil TM

PVP: 14,95 €    10038594

Visita www.paradummies.es
para conocer todos los títulos de 

la colección y encontrar  
material complementario

¡Síguenos en 
www.facebook.com/paradummies, 

en Twitter @ParaDummies y en 
www.youtube.com/paradummies!

www.planetadelibros.com
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(:Z]�� 42 Y}~]�]X�uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rsR

$h6,-+HE A] PdF0hGJdF-E0 ( dGEfJEFd0 hH-hGdF-d -K)JfE0]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] ZZZ
h�5 4W-]X�5 �Z4�Y}X4} �WX4�Y]X�X4}5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rrq

h� 5WZ2�]yX 7}5]~} }X }Z :7}5}X4}uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rro
#}5:71X~}4} ~}Z W~]Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rrV
h� ]7� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rrS
#}4}�4� , �WY��4} Z� ]7�uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rrR

c47�5 4W-]X�5 :}Z]_7W5�5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rqr
h� }X0]~]� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rqr
#}5}�7 }Z Y�Zuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rqV
G]X 7}X�W7}5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rqT
h� 0}X_�X|�z Y}\W7 X] 5}70]7Z�uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rqR
"Z Y]}~W uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rqQ
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$h6,-+HE @] Q-3h0 JG6+3dch0 4+d Lh( 4+d <H-3h3]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] ZXZ
h�5 Y�Z�5 �W542Y�7}5 4} ^��}X 52`7]7 , }X4W7:}�}X 42 :7W_7}5W ^��]�

}Z 1-]4Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu roq
(��X~WX� }Z �:}_Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu roo
#}\� Z�5 82}\�5 � 2X Z�~W uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu roT
h� 4}54�72~}|uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu roQ
h� :7W�7�54]X��]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu roP

h�5 Y�Z�5 �W542Y�7}5 82} ~�{�X � ZW5 ~}Y&5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rVq
b]}X5� �X4}5 ~} ^��Z�7uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rVq
#}\� ~} �7]4]��7uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rVV
%yYW ~�7 (CCDFHE" uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rVT

Tm0.S Z7b TLmJ.m Lm/ /SKOLLm/ 4m0m -Jm .0mJ/R50KmkOaJ
45/O.O,m bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb_GC

$h6,-+HE ?] P3hf-Jfh Hh MdFd3E0Jehe ( Hh M3h-J-+e]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] ZD?
#�7 }5 7}�]�]7 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTs

bW5}}7 XW }5 Y�ZW uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTr
"Z 2X]0}75W }5 2X �WX54�X4} J2]7 ~} ~�7 , 7}�]�]7 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTr
%2�X~W ~�5z XW :]}7~}5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTq
(:7}X~} � ~�7 �WX _}X}7W5]~�~ }X 42 0]~� �W4]~]�X�uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTo

I}�]�]7 }5 ~�7uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTT
eW �]}77}5 Z� :2}74� � 7}�]�]7z :}7W 4�Y:W�W 4} :�5}5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTT
%2�X~W 7}�]�}5 �W77}�4�Y}X4}z ~�5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTS
hZ}0� Z� _7�4]42~ � 42 0]~� �W4]~]�X�uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rTR

$h6,-+HE Z\] :+3gE63E6+H0E3d0 6h3h GdIE3h3 -+ fEFd)JKF fEF HE0
edG^0]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] ZC?

l77�~]�7 �YW7 2X]0}75�Z uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rSs
"Z �YW7 2X]0}75�Zuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rSs
%yYW :WX}7ZW }X :7&�4]��uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rSr

%WX}�4� �WX W47�5 :}75WX�5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rSo
h� }Y:�4+� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rSo
h� �WY:�5]yXuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rST
h� �Z}_7+� }Y:&4]�� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rSR

$h6,-+HE ZZ] Th hf-J-+e GdF-hH 6E0J-J*h ( Hh 63Ehf-J*Jehe]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] ZAZ
h� ��4]42~ Y}X4�Z :W5]4]0� W (fb uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRq

a21 }5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRq
eW ZW �WX`2X~�5 �WX 7}5]_X��]yX W X}_��]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRo
"Z 1-]4W ]X�Z2,} }Z `7���5Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRT
"Z `7���5W ]X�Z2,} }Z 1-]4Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRT
%yYW :WX}7 (fb }X 42 0]~� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRR
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G1 :7W��4]0W uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRS
a21 }5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRS
"Z W47W ��X~WN ZW5 7}��4]0W5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRR
%7}� Z�5 ��25�5 �W77}�4�5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRQ
bWX4} }X Y�7�^� ~} ]XY}~]�4Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rRP

Tm0.S 7b "O0OQS .- ,Ojm bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb_B_

$h6,-+HE ZY] %6HJfh Hh Hd( ed Hh h-3hffJKF]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] Z@X
ja21 }5 Z� Z}, ~} Z� �47���]yX*uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQo

hW 82} 4} ~]�} Z� Z}, ~} Z� �47���]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQV
"5 2X� Z}, 2X]0}75�Z uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQV
G} 47�4� ~}Z :W~}7 ~} 42 Y}X4} 52��WX5�]}X4}uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQT

hW 82} XW }5 Z� Z}, ~} Z� �47���]yXuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQT
eW }5 2X� Z}, �]}X4+L�� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQT
G]}Y:7} `2X�]WX�uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQS
eW ]Y:W74� ZW 82} �7}�5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQR
eW 0}7&5 7}52Z4�~W5 5] XW :WX}5 ~} 42 :�74} uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQQ
eW :7W:W7�]WX� 7}52Z4�~W5 ]XY}~]�4W5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQP
eW }5 Y�_]� X] }5W4}7]5YW uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQP

D4]Z]|� Z� Z}, ~} Z� �47���]yXuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQP
B]52�Z]|� 42 ~}5}Wuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rQP
#}4}�4� Z� 5]X�7WX]�]~�~uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPs
"X47� }X ���]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPr
a2]4� }Z `7}XW ~} Z�5 7}5]54}X�]�5 Y}X4�Z}5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPr
eW ]Y:WX_�5 }Z O�yYW� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPq
eW 4} :�5}5 �WX Z� 0]52�Z]|��]yXuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPq
%WX}�4� �WX }Z :7}5}X4} uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPV

$h6,-+HE ZX] #h 0dF-JeE h -+ *Jeh fEF +Fh GJ0JKF ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] Z?C
#]54]X_2} }Z 1-]4W ~} Z� `}Z]�]~�~ uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPS
%2&Z }5 42 Y]5]yX :}75WX�Zuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPS

jbW7 821 ^��}YW5 ZW 82} ^��}YW5* uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPQ
hW_7� 82} 42 0]5]yXz W�\}4]0W5 , Y}4�5 }541X �]}X

}X��Y]X�~W5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPP
"Y:7}X~} ��~� :�5W �WX �WXL�X|� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu rPP
FWY� ~}�]5]WX}5 ��}74�~�5 9W ^2,} ~} Z�5 ~}5��}74�~�56 uuuuuuuuu qss
�}X}7� ]~}�5 �WX `��]Z]~�~ uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qss
h}0&X4�4} ��~� ~+� �WX }X425]�5YWuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qss

%yYW }X�WX47�7 42 Y]5]yX :}75WX�Zuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qsr
j%2&Z}5 5WX 425 4�Z}X4W5* uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qsq
#}5�2�7} 425 4�Z}X4W5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qso
ja21 ^�7&5 �WX 425 4�Z}X4W5* uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qsV
j( 82]1X ~]7]_]7&5 425 ���]WX}5* uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qsV

"5�7]�} 2X� ~}�Z�7��]yX ~} Y]5]yXuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qsT
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eW ~}\}5 ~} Y}\W7�7 42 Y]5]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qsS
FW~�5 Z�5 5}Y�X�5 9W Y}\W7z 4W~W5 ZW5 ~+�56z 7}`7}5�� 42 Y}X4}

�WX 42 Y]5]yXuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qsR

$h6,-+HE ZD] #hHd +F 3+GgE h -+ *Jeh ( 0JM+d -+ fhGJFE fEF *J0JKF (
*hHE3d0 ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] Y\?

#}LX} Z� 0]5]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrs
n��Z�YW5 ~} 5W{�7uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrr
G}X4]~W , 72Y�W uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrr
eW }5 2X W�\}4]0W X] 2X� Y}4� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrq
eW �WX`2X~�5 Z� Y]5]yX �WX Z� 0]5]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrT
b2}~}5 4}X}7 0�7]�5 0]5]WX}5 9, Y]5]WX}56uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrS
eW 4} WZ0]~}5 ~} �Z]X}�7 425 Y]5]WX}5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrR

%yYW }5�7]�]7 42 ~}�Z�7��]yX ~} 0]5]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrR
DX :7W�}5W ~} 0]52�Z]|��]yX �7}�4]0� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrR
h�5 7}5]54}X�]�5 �WX Z�5 82} 4} }X�WX47�7&5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrQ
n�| 2X :7]Y}7 �W77�~W7 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qrP
eW ~}\}5 ~} Y}\W7�7 42 ~}�Z�7��]yX ~} 0]5]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqs
%�~� 5}Y�X� 9W Y}\W7z ��~� ~+�6z 7}`7}5�� 42 Y}X4} �WX 42

0]5]yX uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqs
hW 82} 2X� 0]5]yX :}75WX�Z :2}~} ^��}7 :W7 4] uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqr

FW~W5 X}�}5]4�YW5 }5:}7�X|� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqr
FW~W5 X}�}5]4�YW5 5��}7 ^��]� ~yX~} 0�YW5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqr
"X��Y]X� �W77}�4�Y}X4} 425 Y}4�5 , W�\}4]0W5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqq
%WX5]_2} 82} Y]5]yX , 0]5]yX 5} ZZ}0}X �WYW ~W5 �2}X�5

^}7Y�X�5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqq
FWY� 5��]�5 ~}�]5]WX}5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqo

bWX 0�ZW7}5 }X 42 0]~� uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqV
a21 5WX ZW5 0�ZW7}5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqT
%2}54]yX ~} :7]W7]~�~ uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqS
"5�7]�} 42 ~}�Z�7��]yX ~} 0�ZW7}5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqR
eW ~}\}5 ~} Y}\W7�7 42 ~}�Z�7��]yX ~} 0�ZW7}5uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qqQ

Tm0.S 7Zb X5/ jSk3L5Q5/bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb^^A

$h6,-+HE ZC] #Jdc NE3Gh0 ed HHd*h3 Hh GdeJ-hfJKF h -+ *Jeh
fE-JeJhFh ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] YXZ

f}~]4� Y]}X47�5 �WY}5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qoq
%WX�1~}4} 2X� :�25� :�7� 7}5:]7�7uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qoV
%2}X4� 425 :�5W5 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qoS
h]Y+4�4} � Y]7�7 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qoR
"5��X}� 42 �2}7:W �Z �X~�7 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qoQ
%WX}�4� �WX Z� X�427�Z}|�uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qoP
I}~2�} 42 0}ZW�]~�~ uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qVs
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f}~]4� Y]}X47�5 ^��}5 ~}:W74} uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu qVr
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